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Introduction
Like many countries around the world, the new South African mathematics
curriculum through all the grades strongly emphasizes a more relevant, realistic
approach focusing a lot on applications of mathematics to the real world. This is in
line with curriculum development in most other countries. For example, the
influential NCTM Standards sums it up succinctly in the following respective
standards for instructional programs in algebra and geometry from prekindergarten
through grade 121:
(Students should be enabled to in … )
Algebra
• use mathematical models to represent and understand quantitative
relationships;
Geometry
• use visualization, spatial reasoning, and geometric modeling to solve
problems.
Like the NCTM Standards, the new South African curriculum now also encourages
for the first time the use of appropriate technology in modeling and solving realworld problems as follows (Dept. of Education, 2002, p. 3):
• use available technology in calculations and in the development of models.
But how do high school learners and students interpret mathematics and its
relationship to the real world? What is their proficiency in applying algebra, and
modeling real-life situations with functions (as well as using technology efficiently)?
An illustrative example
Here is a problem from the 1984 RUMEUS (Research Unit for Mathematics
Education at the University of Stellenbosch) Algebra test I’ve often given to our
prospective high school teachers for use during practice teaching and was also part of
mini investigation of 40 Grade 11 learners by Kowlesar (1992):
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Respectively available to view from these URL links: http://standards.nctm.org/document/chapter3/alg.htm
and http://standards.nctm.org/document/chapter3/geom.htm )

A sightseeing trip around the Durban beachfront is given by the following
formulae:
Taxi A: C = 80 + 25t
Taxi B: C = 100 + 20t
Draw a graph to show how the cost C (in cents) varies with the time t for Taxi A
and Taxi B on the same graph.
Which of the two taxis is cheaper?
Shockingly in Kowlesar (1992), it was found that NONE of the learners could draw
the correct graphs or determine when one was cheaper than the other! The most
popular response was to plot two “coordinates” namely, (80, 25t) and (100, 20t) on a
cost-time graph. The learners’ explanations were illuminating of some of their
underlying misconceptions, for example:
I thought that 80 was the distance and 25t the time, therefore I plotted these as
coordinates.
Did not know what to do. Can’t make certain of what was wanted. Is it cost against
time? How do you plot 25t and 20t?
Dealing with money and time. I won’t be able to plot points like 100t.
I did not have any idea what to do. I’ve never seen a function in that form before.
So what was the problem? Was it because they hadn’t yet been taught linear
functions and graphs or maybe just not remembered the work they’d done earlier on?
However, as became apparent through interviews with some of these Grade 11
learners, they were ALL able to easily draw the graphs of y = 80 + 25x and
y = 100 + 20x. The problem therefore clearly was not one of instrumental proficiency
with linear functions and graphs (in standard form with variables x and y), but one of
recognizing and handling linear functions and variables in REAL WORLD
CONTEXTS.
Although one’s initial response to learners’ answers may be one of laughter,
further reflection is more likely to move one to tears. Is this what mathematics means
to our children? Is this decontextualised, irrelevant and meaningless learning still
going on in most of our schools? What is the use if children can do plot linear
functions, and solve linear equations, but they do not even know what it means nor
what it is useful for?

Decontextualised teaching and learning
The above example clearly shows that knowing and being able to carry out certain
mathematical algorithms and procedures provides NO definite guarantee that learners
are able to interpret and solve real world problems meaningfully. Proposals by
mathematics educators and professional associations over the past few decades that
what needs to be done is to more regularly use real world contexts as STARTING
POINTS for developing the mathematics to be learnt, has still to a large degree, fallen
on deaf ears and is sometimes even met with fierce resistance by traditionalists.
However, the root of the problem seems quite clear. Is it any wonder that
children cannot translate from “pure” mathematics to practical situations, when
mathematics is mostly taught in a DECONTEXTUALISED fashion; that is, in a
“vacuum”, completely devoid of any relationship to the real world?
For example, if linear functions are decontextualized from the real world at the
start and just taught instrumentally, the chances are that learners would later be
unable to apply them to real world situations.
Indeed, one could argue, with substantial support from research evidence, that
if mathematical skills and content have been taught completely divorced from any
real world interpretations and meanings, attempts to do so at a later stage are mostly
futile.
Modeling as a teaching strategy
In contrast to traditional decontextualised teaching, modeling of real world contexts can
effectively be used as a teaching strategy, i.e. where the mathematical theory is initiated
by, and directly developed from a practical situation (to which it can later also be reapplied). For example, in my book Boolean Algebra at School, the entire theory is
systematically modeled from several electrical switching circuit problems, and only in
the last section is it formally axiomatised, and are proofs developed (De Villiers, 1986;
87). The learning materials for this course was developed in the period 1978 -1985 and
analogous to the Van Hiele model for geometry, the following thought levels for
Boolean Algebra were conjectured.
Level 1 (Interpretation & representation of switching circuits)
Children are able to connect switches in series and/or parallel circuits from given
diagrammatic representations, and vice versa. They are, however, not yet able to discern
nor symbolize any of the properties of switching circuits like the distributive property,
De Morgan’s laws, absorption laws, etc.
Level 2 (Analysis of switching properties)
Children now begin to analyze and become conscious of the various structural
properties of switching circuits, and are able to verbalize or symbolize them. They are
able to apply these properties in solving practical properties such as simplifying
switching circuits or designing new ones. However, at this level they are still unable to

see the logical relationships (implications) between the various properties. The meaning
of proof is one of justification, e.g. checking the validity of ‘non-obvious’ properties
like by experimental verification or the consideration of all possibilities through the
completion of truth tables.
Level 3 (Logical Implication: deduction)
Now children become aware of the logical relationships between the various switching
properties; in other words, that certain properties may be derived from others. The
ability to do deductive proofs, to axiomatize and systematize and the development of an
understanding of the significance of axioms, characterizes this level. Proof now
assumes new meaning, namely that of systematization of mathematical statements into
a logical system.
It seems axiomatic that when mathematical concepts, algorithms, theorems,
etc. are directly abstracted from practical contexts and problems, the links between
such content and the real world must be stronger than when it is attempted to create
such links only after the content has been presented in a vacuum. Groundbreaking
work by especially the Freudenthal Institute in the Netherlands over several decades,
as well as the Problem-Centred Approach of the University of Stellenbosch (Murray,
Olivier & Human, 1998) since the mid 1980’s, using precisely such a modeling
approach, has shown not only its feasibility, but also substantial gains in children’s
ability to relate mathematics to the real world meaningfully (as well as increased
conceptual understanding generally).
In traditional decontextualised teaching, children are often appeased when
asking the teacher why they need to learn some theory or algorithm by usually being
told that they will LATER ON see its practical or theoretical applications – which
sometimes takes weeks or months – hardly motivating at all! In contrast, using
modeling as a teaching strategy by starting with real world (or theoretical)
applications has much higher motivational value as it immediately places the
usefulness or value of the content in the foreground.
However, it should also be pointed out that not all mathematical topics in the
school curriculum might be equally well suited for development through modeling as
a teaching strategy. Historically, we should remember that the source of new
mathematics, particularly from the 19th century onwards, was not always the real
world, but motivated quite often by needs for symmetry and structure, to solve
various theoretical problems within mathematics itself, or from further reflection,
abstraction and generalization of existing mathematics.
Van Hiele Levels related to Functions
Although the Van Hiele theory was originally developed for understanding children’s
thinking and conceptual development in geometry there is some value in considering
an analogous application to algebra (Land, 1990), and specifically the learning of
functions (Isoda, 1996). In the table below is given an example of various activities

related to functions that can be more or less roughly ordered in a hierarchical or spiral
learning trajectory from left to right and from top to bottom.
Visual
representations
Verbal
descriptions

Tables and
formulae

to Generalizations

Draw up an
input and output
representation of
the boogy board
rental
price
options
for
different hours.

Find the missing
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using a given formula
or rule

Input and output
values provided
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in
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values given in
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a
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Names of different
graphs, recognizing
different forms of the
same graph.
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Boogy board rental
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flow

Which graph best
represents the table
you drew up for the
Boogy board business
Graphs

Calculus

Renting out a Boogy
board per hour prepare your advert to
show the cost of
renting a board for a
different number of
hours up to 8 hours
with a R300 deposit
and cost of R50 per
hour

Draw up a table to
illustrate the rental
cost of your Boogy
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Tables and
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the
effect
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Drawing a graph for different graphs
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Boogy board
business
looking
at
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and
deposits
and models of
business

Drawing graphs from Linear
their general equations programming
having understood the models or ideas
effect(s)
of
the
different parameters

The sample activities suggested in the table above is not necessarily meant to be
followed in strict order, but rather as a sort of check list of important aspects related
to functions that need to be covered as one gradually moves from left to right, and
from top to bottom, as well as sometimes perhaps even revisiting earlier activities.
The modeling process
The process of mathematical modeling essentially consists of three steps or stages as
illustrated in Figure 1 that in a sense also correspond to aspects of the Van Hiele
levels, namely:
1. construction of the mathematical model
2. solution of the model
3. interpretation and evaluation of the solution.
Stage 1
During the construction of the model one or more prerequisites are often necessary,
for example:
• the making of appropriate assumptions to simplify the situation
• data collection, tabulation, graphical representation, data transformation, etc.
• identification and symbolization of variables
• the construction of suitable formulae and/or representations like scale drawings or
working models

•
• Figure 1

Since the real world is complex and varied, while mathematics deals with ideal,
abstract objects, simplifying assumptions always have to come into play when
mathematics is applied. In the real world there are no perfectly straight lines, flat
planes or spheres nor can measurements be made with absolute precision. Even an
elementary arithmetic sum like “2 apples plus 1 apples = 3 apples” is tacitly based on
the implicit assumption that these apples are ALL EXACTLY the SAME (in size,
shape, and that none of them are rotten!) As shown in Figure 2, the three vertical
groups of the “correct answer”, 3 apples, are hardly equivalent at all!

Figure 2
To what extent are we making learners aware and critical of some of the implicit
assumptions in many so-called practical applications of mathematics? Not doing so
certainly cannot help learners’ better distinguish between mathematics and the real
world, nor help their understanding of the inter-relationship between the two.
Another example is the following typical problem from trigonometry from the FET
phase:
A person on a cliff 100m high sees a ship out at sea. If the angle of declination is
30 degrees, how far out at sea is the ship?
Normally it is expected of learners here to make a little sketch as shown in Figure 3,
and then use the tan function to find the distance from the base of the cliff to the ship.
A nice simple application of trigonometry, beautifully illustrating the utility of
mathematics, isn’t it?

Figure 3
But what are some of the assumptions that have been made in this problem and its
solution? Clearly, there are several over-simplifications of reality, for example:
1. It is assumed that the ocean is flat, i.e. that a straight line can reasonably
approximate the distance from the base of the cliff to the ship. In other words,
the curvature of the earth is ignored, which on a small scale is not problematic,
but on a larger scale may lead to significant deviations.
2. It is assumed that the cliff is perfectly vertical with respect to the line chosen to
represent the distance from the base of the cliff to the ship.
3. More over, it is assumed that the person’s height (of say 1.7 m) is negligible
compared to the height of 100 m of the cliff.
4. It is also assumed that the ship is far enough away that a single point can
reasonably represent its position, which is certainly not the case for a large ship
closer to the shore.
Now these are not unreasonable assumptions to make to simplify the problem, and
thus to obtain a reasonable ESTIMATE of the distance. However, mathematically
educated learners ought to know that the calculated answers we obtain for applied
problems such as these are NEVER absolutely precise (leaving out even the issue of
how accurately the angle of declination was measured).
Furthermore, by letting learners find a more accurate solution by using a more
accurate representation of reality, may help develop understanding that usually the
gain in accuracy is offset against increased mathematical complexity. This happens
quite often in mathematical modeling in various fields such as physics, biology,
engineering, statistics, etc. so that simpler models are quite often chosen because they
are easier to work with mathematically, though one should always be aware of the
assumptions and therefore the limitations that they may potentially have.
Stages 2 & 3
After obtaining some kind of mathematical model to represent reality, we normally
proceed with the solution process, which can involve simple arithmetic operations or
more advanced ones like factorization, solution of equations, differentiation,
transformations, etc. Lastly, in the interpretation and evaluation of the solution we

need to check whether it is realistic by critically comparing it with the real world
situation.
Let us now briefly consider and discuss Stages 2 and 3 in relation to the
following four problems that I regularly over several years gave to prospective
primary mathematics teachers to try out with their learners during teaching practice,
namely:
1. A group of 100 people have to be transported in minibuses. No more than 12
passengers may be transported in one minibus. How many minibuses are needed?
2. Packages of 12 cookies each have to be made up for a bazaar. How many
packages of 12 can be made up if 100 cookies are available?
3. In a famine stricken area, 100 pockets of rice have to be shared equally between
12 families. How many pockets of rice should each family get?
4. 100 people have to be seated at 12 identical tables. How many people are to be
seated at each table?
As before, it is quite typical of older children in Grades 5, 6 and 7 who have been
taught and drilled extensively in long division, to quickly recognize that all four
problems can mathematically be represented by the number sentence 100 ÷ 12.
Shockingly, however, the majority of them would then usually just offer the answer
“8 remainder 4” for all four these problems, showing no appreciation whatsoever that
such an “answer” is entirely SENSELESS in each of the four problems.€Such learners
have effectively become mathematically DISEMPOWERED, contrary to any
definition of education!
In contrast, younger children often model and solve these four problems quite
sensibly, often using a variety of different ways. For example, Problem 1 could be
solved by a young child by repeated addition, by adding up the number of people
each taxi can take one after the other, e.g. 12 + 12 => 24 +12 => 36 + 12 => 48, etc.
until 96 is reached. The child then typically adds up the number of 12’s to find the
number of taxis, which is 8, and then adds one more taxi for the remaining 4 people.
So the required number of taxis is 9.
(Something one could raise further in a class discussion, is that if additional
cost was not an issue, one might as well use 10 taxis to transport 10 people per taxi
and which would be more comfortable than having 12 people per taxi. Of course, one
could also argue that the remaining 4 people should just be squeezed in, for example
by putting one extra person in 4 of the 8 taxis. But then one is raising important
issues of road safety and breaking the law by overloading! Even if the class decides
that 9 mini-buses will suffice, a decision will still have to be made whether one is
going to transport 12 people in each of the 8 taxis, and 4 people in 1 taxi OR whether
one is going to transport 11 people in each of 8 taxis plus 12 people in one 1 taxi.
From the viewpoint of a little more ‘comfort” for more people, the latter solution may
be favored).

This example clearly shows how a solution in the final stage of interpretation
and evaluation can be influenced by several important real world considerations. The
other three problems above can be solved similarly with possible respective answers
as follows:
2. 8 packages of 12 (here the remainder of 4 cookies could be eaten or put in a
smaller packet and maybe sold at 1/3 of the price?)
3. 8 13 pockets of rice per family (since it is a famine stricken area one would want to
divide up the 4 remaining pockets among the 12 families so that each gets 1/3)
€

4. by seating one extra person at 4 of the tables, we obtain 4 tables with 9 people and
8 tables with 8 people (note how a typical answer of 8 rem 4 is particularly
nonsensical for this problem).
Mere computational skill at long division clearly does not guarantee learners
obtaining sensible and meaningful solutions to these four problems. Even using a
calculator to carry out the “division” and obtain an answer of 8.33333333 is basically
useless without proper interpretation within the given practical contexts. But are our
children allowed sufficient opportunities such as these to engage in stage 3 of the
modeling process?
Unfortunately teachers often think they are HELPING learners by providing
them with various calculation or manipulative rules, but the sad fact is that learners
are being helped into their “mathematical GRAVES”! Prescriptive teaching generally
tends to destroy children’s natural creativity and ability to solve real world problems
(as well as purely mathematical ones) meaningfully. What happens is that children
become so pre-occupied with trying to comply to the given rules of the teacher, that
they no longer think about the actual problem at hand nor try to solve it in any way
they can. Another consequence of prescription teaching is that children become more
and more teacher-dependent rather than independent, expecting all the time to be first
shown an example of how a problem of a certain type should be solved, before
dutifully practicing several similar examples.
Underlying a sound conceptual understanding of functions in school algebra is
the understanding of letter symbols as numerical variables. However, research
conducted by us at RUMEUS (Olivier, 1984) indicates that many learners have weak
or wrong interpretations of the meaning of letter symbols. Consider the following
well-know problem that has been used in numerous research studies:
“In a certain college there are six times as many students as there are
professors. Use S for the number of students and P for the number of professors to
write an equation for the situation.”
From several thousand Grade 10 South African learners involved in this
RUMEUS study, 58% of them erroneously responded with P = 6S. It appeared that
they were interpreting S as an abbreviation for “students” and P as an abbreviation
for “professors”, and simply translating directly from the sentence into symbols. In

essence, they are using letter symbols as mere labels. This misconception of the
meaning of letter symbols in algebra is reinforced when we treat 2x + 3x as if one is
adding two x’s and three x’s, or use the ‘fruit salad’ algebra approach by treating a +
b as ‘apples’ and ‘bananas’.
One could, of course, argue that the students-professors problem laid a
deliberate trap for learners with the suggested use of symbols S and P. To test this
possibility, we asked the following analogous question in the same RUMEUS test
using x and y, for example:
“The relationship between the number of days and the number of weeks is
described by the equation y = 7x.
a) What does the x in y = 7x stand for?
b) What does the y in y = 7x stand for?
c) How many days are there 4 weeks?”
Despite the underlining of ‘number of days’ and ‘number of weeks’, about the same
percentage of Grace 10 learners still incorrectly viewed x and y as ‘objects’ or labels’,
respectively as ‘weeks’ and ‘days’, and not as numbers. For instance, apparently
literally translating the words ‘one week equals seven days’ into a mathematical
equation (function) by simply abbreviating the words with symbols, instead of
working with the correct sentence ‘the number of days = 7 x the number of weeks’.
Even though the numerical calculation in c), which was answered very well, and
could’ve served for a control check for their preceding answers, did not enable
learners to realize their mistake.
Rather rushing into teaching manipulative algebra, a teaching via modeling
approach using various representations for real world contexts such as tables of
values, function machines, graphs, etc. can help learners immensely in developing a
more sound understanding not only of letter symbols as numerical variables, but also
ultimately of understanding functions better.
The role of technology
As discussed and illustrated with several examples in De Villiers (1994), computing
technology can assist immensely with particularly the SOLUTION stage of the
modeling process. Apart from calculators having the ability to now perform
complicated arithmetic calculations with speed, ease and accuracy, symbolic algebra
software like Mathematica and Maple that can easily solve equations, factorize
expressions, differentiate, etc. are now widely available too. In addition, dynamic
geometry software like Sketchpad or Geogebra enables one to easily simulate and
solve problems by animation and/or using scale diagrams.
Computing technology therefore strongly challenges the traditional approach,
which emphasizes computational and manipulative skills BEFORE applications (and

usually at the cost of developing skills in model construction and interpretation). For
example, even Grade 8 or 9 learners can now solve a traditional calculus problem like
the following simply by using a calculator and completing a table of values as in
Makae et al (2001), or using a spreadsheet:
A railroad has to be built between two towns A and B as

A

60 km

North

P

shown below. The ground to the east of line PQ is
marshy and as a result it costs R20 000 per km to build
there, as opposed to the R12 000 per km to the west of
C

this line. If PQ is 80 km, where should X be chosen so

Marsh

that the construction of the railroad is as cheap as
X ?

possible?
1.

Before going any further, think about the

Q

60 km

following. Which route do you think would be

B

the cheapest for the railroad? Route APB, ACB
or AQB? Or would the cheapest route perhaps be found, say, somewhere between Q and C?
Why do you think your choice is the best?
2.

Use your calculator and the theorem of Pythagoras for calculating distances, and determine
the cost of building a railroad along each of the routes APB, ACB, and AQB. Which of
these three routes are the cheapest? Is it the shortest route or one of the longer routes?

3.

Are you sure that a cheaper route cannot be found if X is chosen somewhere along line PQ?
Why?

4.

Let x be the distance from Q to X. Use your calculator and the theorem of Pythagoras for
calculating distances, and calculate the total cost of the railroad in each of the following
cases (in thousands of rand).
x

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

20 XB

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

12 AX

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

Total

2356.72 2322.90 2298.44 2283.14 2276.73 2278.87 2289.24

5.

Do any of the above produce a cheaper solution than your solution in Question 3? If so,
which is the cheapest solution?

6.

Based on your calculations in the table above, write an equation to give the Total Cost (in
thousands of rand) in terms of x.

Note how using a table like this emphasizes that x is a numerical variable that can
assume different values, and how the output varies as the input changes. It also
shows that the derived formula is merely an algebraic representation of all those
calculations that now enables one to use the graphing capability of dynamic geometry
software, for example, as shown in Figure 4 to find a minimum graphically.

Figure 4
Of course, in order to use computing technology effectively in this way, it is essential
to first obtain an appropriate algebraic model, i.e. the Total Cost function. Older
learners in Grades 11 and 12 can even differentiate this Total Cost function within
dynamic geometry, draw a graph of the differential function, and then find the minimum
where it cuts the x-axis.
A heavy emphasis on computation and manipulation BY HAND in mathematics
education can therefore no longer be justified with the increased availability of such
software, not only on computers, but also on graphic calculators.

Figure 5

With computing technology, modeling as a teaching approach becomes feasible as
illustrated in Figure 5. For example, the following alternative to the traditional
“theory-first – applications-later” approach to quadratic functions can now be used:
Stage 1: Where do quadratic functions come from?
*

Falling Objects, Projectile Motion & other Scientific contexts

*

Non-linear revenue & other Economic contexts

*

Curve-fitting (e.g. least squares)

Stage 2: Finding max/min values & solving quadratic equations
*

Guess-and-test
* By hand: numerically & graphically
* By calculator: numerically & graphically
* By numerical methods such as iteration: by hand & calculator
* By computer: numerically & graphically

*

Formal Solutions by Computer
* Symbolic Processors like Maple, Derive, Mathematica, etc.

Stage 3: Formal Theory of Quadratic Functions
*

Factorization

*

Completion of square

*

General solution formula

*

Discriminant

*

Axis of symmetry, maximum/minimum

*

Sum & product of roots

Calculus Example
Calculus as the study of the variation and behaviour of functions is an immensely
powerful tool with which we can model and understand many real world phenomena.
In fact, historically its origins in the 1600’s and onwards were strongly rooted in the
scientific desire to understand problems of speed, time, acceleration and forces.
Unfortunately, calculus is often nowadays taught somewhat divorced from these
historical roots. Such real world applications, however, could be a strong source for
motivating students and gaining their interest.
Here is a modeling example from an introductory course on differential
equations that I taught for many years. The classroom episode would begin by
showing students a video clip of water being poured at a constant rate into a tilted

rectangular container. This video clip is available online at YouTube at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WBk5-jWUxiw or download/view directly from:
http://dynamicmathematicslearning.com/angle-tank.mov (QuickTime is needed for
viewing, but runs on all operating systems & can be freely downloaded).
Students would then be asked to describe in their own words how the height
varies with time as water is being poured in at a constant rate, and encouraging them
to draw a rough graph of what they think it would look like. This allows them to
make a conjecture about the relationship and though some may quickly notice that
the height changes more quickly at the start than later, many seem to find it quite
challenging to describe the relationship and draw a possible rough graph. For
example, the following were the results from a class of 31 students:
*

58% wrote something like “as time increases the height increases”, “there is a
direct proportional relationship between height and time”, etc. and just drew a
linear increasing function from the origin

*

only 29% drew more or less correct concave increasing graphs showing a
gradually decreasing slope, though their written descriptions varied from the
well formulated “the container first fills up quickly and then takes longer to fill
up” to the poorly formulated “the height decreases as the glass increases in
size, so in a nutshell the height decreased with time”. (The latter student
probably meant the ‘rate of change’ of the height decreases as evidenced by the
correct drawing of the graph, but expressed him/herself inaccurately).

*

one student noticed the decrease in the ‘rate of change’ of height writing “the
change of height of water … it decreases as water and time increases”, and
then mistakenly drew a linear decreasing graph (starting from some positive
value to zero), which might represent dh/dt against time, but clearly not the
height against time

*

one student drew a convex increasing function and wrote “as the time goes the
liquid rises”, apparently not observing that the rate of change of the height is
not increasing, but decreasing with time

*

one student drew a graph which roughly appears concave and increasing,
though wrote down the following contradictory description “the height of the
water increases faster than the time”

*

one student drew a linear increasing function with it becoming horizontal at the
top, but with the student writing ‘when water come to an end … the height will
decrease” presumably meaning to say that the height will remain constant

As can be seen from the above excerpts, several students had great difficulty writing
down in words what they observed as the relationship between height and time; one
even ignoring it completely, and just writing down “I see a blue liquid in the glass,
this liquid form a triangle that have three equal sides” (yet drawing a linear

increasing graph). This shows that many of these 3rd (and some 4th) year mathematics
education students, despite knowing and being quite proficient in applying the ‘rules’
and ‘techniques’ of differentiating and integrating, had little conceptual
understanding of graphs and the slope or rate of change of a function, especially as it
relates to a real world context.
Then using the software Measurement in Motion2, the height of the water in the
water is measured and dynamically plotted against time in the graph on the right as
shown in Figure 6. The video clip is available on YouTube for online
viewing/downloading at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Up8I924idFI or to
download/view at http://dynamicmathematicslearning.com/tilted-water-tank.mp4

Figure 6
For the majority of students, the plotted graph of the height against time therefore
came as an unexpected surprise, as it is not linear as they had thought. This surprise
immediately raised the interesting question of WHY that is so, and students seemed
really eager for an explanation. More-over, they were now much more intrigued and
motivated than usual to find out what type of function is the height as a function of
time. A worked solution of the problem is given in De Villiers (2012).
One can now explore similar situations if water is poured at a constant rate into
a cylindrical, conic or pyramidal container, for example. With a video camera or even
a cell phone nowadays, one could record clips of these and import them into
Measurement in Motion to investigate each situation experimentally, either before as
in this case, or afterwards to corroborate the theory. Using such video clips may
certainly help to link mathematics with the real world in a more meaningful way than
just standard talk and chalk, and make it “alive”.
2

This software comes with several sample video clips (but one can also import one’s own) and some tools
with which one can do measurements on the video clip, and then plot these against time, do calculations
upon, etc.

Simulation and animation
Apart from greatly assisting in the Solution Stage of modeling, computing technology
also provides useful modeling tools for simulation and animation. For example, as
discussed in De Villiers (1999, 2007), dynamic geometry can very effectively be used
to dynamically investigate the best place for kicking to the posts in rugby after the
scoring of a try as shown in Figure 7. It turns out that the locus of the optimal
position is a hyperbola, and provides a nice challenge for high school learners to
prove using coordinate geometry.

Figure 7
Through visual animation, dynamic geometry can also bring to life the topic of
solving simultaneous linear equations. For example, learners could use a sketch as
shown in Figure 8 to investigate which of Henri or Emile would win a race of 150 m,
if they have respective running speeds of 2.5 m/s and 1 m/s, and Henri has a head
start of 45 m. To enhance the connection with the underlying mathematics linear
graphs of their respective distances against time can be drawn in the same sketch.
Changing the speeds or head start given to Henri further allows learners to
dynamically investigate a whole range of different related problems.

Figure 8

Dynamic modeling of real world objects
Lastly, since one can paste pictures directly into most dynamic geometry software,
one can easily use it to investigate the geometric properties of real objects from their
photographs. For example, in Figure 10 it is shown how the arch of the Tollgate
Bridge in Durban can be modeled reasonably well using either a parabolic or
exponential function.

Figure 9
Another aspect where computing technology has become very useful is that of the
painless transformation of data and best curve fitting. Figure 10 shows an example of
where data about the time planets take to revolve around the sun and their average
orbital distance from the sun has been transformed, and a best curve fitted to
rediscover Kepler’s famous law. Numerous such curve-fitting examples can be used
on data more directly relevant to learners, say for example, plotting a particular high
school’s 1500 m records against time.

Figure 10

Concluding Remarks
Part of being mathematically literate in this modern day and age should be the ability
to intelligently and effectively use computing technology in a variety of ways, some
examples of which have been shown here. More-over, the ability to model real world
phenomena and interpret them to plan, predict and manage various problems faced by
the world such as over-population, dwindling food and water supplies, traffic
congestion, pollution, climate change, etc. is becoming increasingly important for
human survival and the planet as a whole.
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